AEB funding workshop slides ‐ Dec 2019

AEB funding rules, rates,
performance and profiling 2019/20
10:30 start
15:30 finish

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect

Agenda (slides will also be emailed to you after the event)
10:30 AEB overview, key documents and changes (incl. devolution)
11:10 Full-funding entitlements, local flexibility, RARPA,
subcontracting rules and navigating complex learner eligibility
11:50 Break for refreshments
12:10 The Single Activity Matrix and full or co-funded funding formula
13:00 Break for lunch
13:50

Profiling monthly full and co-funding and the use of a dynamic
AEB profiling calculator

14:30

AEB performance policies and intervention regime

15:00

The ILR and related data tools for AEB in 2018/19 and 2019/20

15:30

End

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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AEB overview, key documents
and any changes for 2019/20
Including details on progress towards AEB devolution and future tendering rounds

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect

AEB funding pot & purpose

(part 1 of 2)

£1.5bn (of which approx. £600m devolved). DfE: “This
funding’s principal purpose is to engage adults and
provide the skills and learning they need to equip
them for work, an apprenticeship or further learning.”
ESFA also: “It enables more flexible tailored programmes
of learning to be made available, which may or may not
require a qualification, to help eligible learners engage
in learning, build confidence, and/or enhance their
wellbeing”
But also: “Providers must respond to the priorities set by
local commissioners and other stakeholders, for example
local enterprise partnerships, relevant mayoral combined
authorities and the Greater London Authority”

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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AEB purpose (part 2 of 2)
The DfE also said AEB provision that it broadly four categories:
1. Legal entitlements
> English and maths GCSE and functional skills up to Level 2 (including
as part of a traineeship), for those aged 19 and over who have not
achieved a GCSE grade 4-9
> Provision to support progression up to a first full Level 2, or a first full
Level 2, for those aged 19 to 23
> First full Level 3 for those aged 19 to 23

2. Skills provision for unemployed
3. Traineeships
4. Community learning for learners furthest from
learning or employment

Could you label all your AEB provision this way?

AEB devolution
DfE: “Mayoral Combined Authorities (MCAs) and the Greater
London Authority (GLA) will take on more responsibility to
deliver quality adult education in their local areas from 2019
to 2020 when adult funding is devolved”

North of Tyne and Sheffield City likely for 2020/21

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Devolved funding rules
Principles of funding
“These funding rules apply to all learners
starting new learning aims on or after 1
August 2019 on the GLA's AEB Grant funded
provision.
“You must not transfer funding between
your GLA-funded adult education budget
and any other education funding you may
hold.
“We will review and monitor whether the
education and training you provide
represents good value for money. If we
consider the funding of education and
training we have provided is significantly
more than the cost, we may reduce the
amount of funding we pay after consulting
with you.”

Exceptions to devolution

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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ESFA AEB funding rules for 2020/21 v2
“This document forms part of the
terms and conditions of funding”
“You must operate within the
terms and conditions of the
funding agreement, these rules,
and the ILR Specification. If you
do not, you are in breach of the
funding agreement with the ESFA”
ILR Learning
Delivery funding
model, code 35
(adult skills) is
the focus of today
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/adulteducation-budget-aeb-funding-rules-2019-to-2020

https://www.gov.uk/government/publi
cations/ilr-specification-validationrules-and-appendices-2019-to-2020

Summary of main changes
List at the end of
the funding rules
If you have a
specific query on
the funding rules,
please email the
SDE.Servicedesk@e
ducation.gov.uk or
speak to your
provider
management
manager/advisor.

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Non-formula Community Learning (CL) within AEB
• Some AEB funded providers have CL funding
listed in Appendix 1 of their allocation
• Typically for local authorities and SDIs (ringfenced at £210m)
• CL is funding model 10, non-formula funded
and not included within achievement rate data
(QAR or NARTS)
• Grant funded providers (e.g. LAs) can switch
some or all CL to formula funded AEB, but not
the other way
• Annex B to funding rules stipulate CL objectives
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/adult-education-budget-funding-rules-2018-to-2019

Also look out for any relevant
ESFA training materials

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s8_oELfEJ_0

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Full‐funding entitlements, local
flexibility, RARPA, subcontracting rules
and navigating complex learner eligibility

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect

Funding eligibility for the learner
In most cases it should be easy to determine eligibility on
basis learner being a citizen and resident of a country within
the European Economic Area for at least the previous three
years on the first day of learning
But can be very complex to determine, even before
considering their postcode at start

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Funding eligibility for the course
A course will either be:
1. Ineligible for funding for all or a particular learner, or
2. Eligible for co-funding for all or a particular learner, or
3. Eligible for full-funding for all or a particular learner

For full-funding at level 2 and below, definition of
unemployed is:
receiving JSA (incl. NI credits only), ESA in WRAG, Universal
Credit and Jobcentre Plus determine as being in All WorkRelated Requirements Group, Work Preparation Group or
Work-Focused Interview Group
Also, providers can use discretion if learner is receiving other
state benefits and earning less than £338 a month (£541 joint
claim) and you are “satisfied the learning is directly relevant to
their employment prospects and the local labour market needs”

ESFA table
of AEB funding
contributions
by provision
type

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Low wage full-funding was new in 2018/19:
subtle but important differences

ESFA AEB maximum £16,009.50
London AEB maximum £20,572
ILR ‘Other Funding Adjustment
factor’ used

Legal entitlements

(1 of 2)

The AEB entitlements allow
learners aged:
• 19 to 23 to be fully-funded if
they study for a qualification at
level 2 and/or level 3 that has
not already attained a full level
2 and/or level 3
• 19 and over, who have not
previously attained a GCSE
grade C/grade 4 or higher, to
be fully-funded if they study
for a qualification in English or
maths, up to and including
level 2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/qualifications-getting-approval-for-funding/legal-entitlementsand-qualification-eligibility-principles-within-in-the-adult-education-budget

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Definition of age for funding

Legal entitlements

(2 of 2)

“We will update the level 2 and level
3 legal entitlements offer when the
Department for Education (DfE)
updates the performance tables every
quarter.”
“We have published a list of level 2
and level 3 legal entitlement
qualifications. You will also be able to
identify qualifications that are part of
the level 2 and 3 entitlements
in LARs using the following categories:
Legal Entitlement – Level 2
only for Legal Entitlement at Level 3”
“You must not charge any course fees.”
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/qualifications-getting-approval-for-funding

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Local flexibility (1 of 2)
“Local flexibility is tailored provision for adults. It includes
regulated qualifications and their components (units), and/or
non-regulated learning, from entry level to level 2.”
“Within local flexibility, there is also the facility for colleges
and training organisations to select to deliver non-regulated
learning. We only require delivery of a qualification where a
learner exercises their legal entitlement, to a first full level 2
or first full level 3 and/or English and maths.”
“For 2018/2019, we have removed First Aid at Work
qualifications and components from the local flexibility offer
within the AEB. This is because these qualifications are now
all at level 3, and local flexibility only covers learning up to
and including level 2.”

Local flexibility (2 of 2)
Two types of local flexibility:
1. Qualifications and components/units
learning aim must be in the ‘Local
Flexibility’ category.
2. Non-regulated
learning aims must be Category A
E.g. Z0001543 for “Non regulated Adult
skills formula funded provision, Entry
Level, Preparation for Work, 101 to 196
hrs, PW A”

Or Category B for English,
ESOL and maths

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Recognising and Recording Progress and
Achievement (RARPA)
For legitimately recording whether a learner passed a
course that doesn’t have a qualification (‘non-regulated’)

http://www.learningandwork.org.uk/resource/updated-rarpa-guidance-and-case-studies/

“The RARPA process
sets out clear the
expectations for
ensuring effective,
reliable and valid
assessment,
recording of
assessment, and
capturing progress
over each learner’s
journey through
non-regulated
provision”

http://www.learningandwork.org.uk/resource/updated-rarpa-guidance-and-case-studies/

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Subcontracting

Subcontracting changes (ESFA only)

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Already been some ESFA back-tracking
“ESFA recognises that
subcontracting has an
important role to play
in delivering quality
learning to apprentices
and adult learners. In
recent years, we have
strengthened our
funding rules on
subcontracting and we
are continuing to do so.
We expect providers to
maximise the amount
of funding that reaches
front line delivery of
high-quality learning.”
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apprenticeship‐funding‐rules

Subcontracting requirements (GLA example)

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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The Single Activity Matrix and full or co‐
funded funding formula
Including tips on finding AEB funding efficiencies, devising fee policies as well
as drawing down non‐standard funding, such as for ESOL and traineeships

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect

Funding rates and formula
“This document sets out the
principles and features of our
funding system for the 2019 to
2020 funding year (1 August to 31
July) for ESFA funded Adult
Education Budget (AEB) delivery.
We may make changes to these
principles and features during the
funding year”
“There are no changes to how
we set funding rates or the
funding calculation in the
funding year 2019 to 2020”
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/adult-education-budgetaeb-funding-rates-and-formula-2019-to-2020

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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AEB fully funded formula
The base rate and programme weighting form part of a larger formula

BR
Base rate

x

x

PW
Programme
weighting

DU

x

ACU

Disadvantage Area cost
uplift
uplift

=
Funding

PW = Set for each aim based on the Sector Subject Area assigned to the
aim. They are A (1), B (1.12), C (1.3), D (1.6) and E (1.72)
DU = Based on learner’s home postcode. If in one of the 27% most deprived
areas (based on IMD 2015 in 17/18) then the DU is between 1.084 and 1.336
ACU = Based on delivery location, this is a South East weighting which rises
the closer the delivery to central London (1.2 max)

The base rate for the relevant learning aim
comes via single activity matrix (SAM)
£14

£16

£18

High
rate
(1.6 PW)
£22

£21

£24

£27

£27

5 to 6

£35

£39

£46

£46

£60

7 to 12

£50

£56

£65

£80

£86

Funding bands hours

Type

Up to 2
3 to 4

13 to 20

Very small

Small

Base rate Low rate Medium rate
(1 PW) (1.12 PW)
(1.3 PW)

Specialist rate
(1.72)*
£24
£36

£100

£112

£130

£160

£172

21 to 44

£150

£168

£195

£240

£258

45 to 68
69 to 92
93 to 100

£300
£450
£600

£336
£504
£672

£390
£585
£780

£480
£720
£960

£516
£774
£1,032

£724

£811

£941

£1,159

£1,246

£1,265
£1,987
£2,573
£4,170
£6,602

£1,417
£2,225
£2,882
£4,670
£7,395

£1,645
£2,583
£3,345
£5,421
£8,583

£2,025
£3,179
£4,117
£6,671
£10,564

£2,176
£3,417
£4,425
£7,172
£11,356

Medium

101 to 196
197 to 292
293 to 388
389 to 580
581 to 1060
1061 or more

Large

Very large

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Other funding rates

(unchanged from 2016/17)

BUT ALWAYS CHECK LARS

The single work-placement and workpreparation rate for traineeships of £970
Annual funding cap of £4,400 for each learner
each year, before any weightings
Learning Support a fixed monthly rate of £150

Finding a fundable qualification base rate on LARs

Check
dates

‘Matrix’
category
for AEB

Category will
confirm if part of
legal entitlement

Weighted and
unweighted base
rate listed

https://hub.fasst.org.uk/Learning%20Aims/Pages/default.aspx

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Finding a non-qualification
(non-regulated) base rate on LARs
Non-regulated learning aims identify the level, sector
subject area and SAMs funding hour band
E.g. Z0001543 for “Non regulated Adult skills formula funded provision,
Entry Level, Preparation for Work, 101 to 196 hrs, PW A”
Use the category additional filter to help
find category A where it isn’t English,
Maths or ESOL or category B where it is
Appendix H for the ILR 2017/18 explains
how these and other learning aim class
codes are to be used.
https://hub.fasst.org.uk/Learning%20Aims/Pages/default.aspx

Example of how bands are efficiency steps
Very small and small aim rates
£160
£140
£120

Most efficient at start of
a step (e.g. 21 hours)

£100
£80
£60
£40
£20
£0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44

Funding band hours

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Funding per SAM hour
£16
£14
£12
£10
£8
£6
£4

£5.34 average

£0

1
21
41
61
81
101
121
141
161
181
201
221
241
261
281
301
321
341
361
381
401
421
441
461
481
501
521
541
561
581
601
621
641
661
681
701
721
741
761
781
801
821
841
861
881
901
921
941
961
981
1001
1021
1041
1061
1081
1101

£2

Funding band hours

SAM high and low efficiency points
Funding band hours
Up to 2
3 to 4
5 to 6
7 to 12
13 to 20
21 to 44
45 to 68
69 to 92
93 to 100
101 to 196
197 to 292
293 to 388
389 to 580
581 to 1060
1061 or more

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com

Rate
£14
£21
£35
£50
£100
£150
£300
£450
£600
£724
£1,265
£1,987
£2,573
£4,170
£6,602

Bottom of
band per
hour £
£14.00
£7.00
£7.00
£7.14
£7.69
£7.14
£6.67
£6.52
£6.45
£7.17
£6.42
£6.78
£6.61
£7.18
£6.22

Top of band
per hour £
£7.00
£5.25
£5.83
£4.17
£5.00
£3.41
£4.41
£4.89
£6.00
£3.69
£4.33
£5.12
£4.44
£3.93
-

Value of extra
hour at
boundary
£7
£14
£15
£50
£50
£150
£150
£150
£124
£541
£722
£586
£1,597
£2,432
-
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AEB co-funded formula
Funding is reduced by half the unweighted base rate

BR

x

PW

x

DU

x

ACU

_

BR

x 0.5 =

The co-funded amount deducted from funding is
half the value listed for that learning aim on LARS
So if you choose to set fees on this level, it is the same
for that base rate for all learners across England

Special top-up funding for ESOL
If you deliver more hours for an ESOL qualification than the
top of a SAMs hour band you can be funded for the extra
E.g. You deliver 60 hours, on a qualification in band 21 to
44 hours (£150). So you can top up 16 hours.
In the ILR you record 16 hours in the
‘Additional delivery hours’ field
16 hours is in band 13 to 20 hours (£100), so the
funding software makes the base rate £250 for your
60 hour course (£150 learning aim + £100 top-up)

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Traineeship funding example
Using likely scenario (10 week traineeship)
Activity

Induction and work
preparation
2 weeks (5hrs x 5
days)

Work placement
(28hrs x 8 weeks)

Total
hours

Learning aim Learning aim title

50

Z0003511
(no funding as Non regulated SFA formula
must be in LARs funded provision, Level 1,
category ‘Work Preparation for Work, 45
Preparation – SFA to 68 hrs, PW A
Traineeships’)

224

Z0007837
Work placement (200 (LARs category I
499 hours)
and always £970)

Maths (2.5hrs x 8
weeks)

20

50123257

L1 Functional Skills in
Mathematics

English (2.5hrs x 8
weeks)

20

50116605

L2 Functional Skills in
English

Example shows only base rates (excludes
learner and provider specific weightings for
disadvantage and area cost)

Very different
funding between
study programmes
and AEB
16-18
19-24
unweighted unweighted
funding
funding

314 hours
so in the
280-359
band

£970 (always,
regardless of
hours)

£724
£724

£2,133

£2,418

Profiling monthly full and co‐funding
Including an editable Excel version of the dynamic AEB profiling
calculator which will be shared with delegates

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Qualifying period for funding
An learning aim will only be counted if it is funded, and will only be funded if
it is eligible AND passes the qualifying period
The length of the learning aim is defined by the calendar days (including
weeks) between the start date and the end date in the ILR
Length of learning aim

Qualifying period

168 days (24 weeks)

42 days (6 weeks)

14 to 167 days (2 – 24 weeks)

14 days (2 weeks)

Fewer than 14 days (under 2 weeks)

1 day (1 attendance)

If a learning aim has and actual end date before the qualifying period and is
an early completer then the aim is counted and all of the funding is earned
If a learning aim has and actual end date before the qualifying period and is
not completed then the aim is not counted and no funding is earned

Monthly funding instalments
Funding for each learning aim is paid in monthly instalments according to the
start and end dates in the ILR, based on a standard formula
On programme payments are 80% of the weighted co- or full-funding and paid
monthly (with double in month one). This is paid for the months before their
actual end date.
Achievement payment for remaining 20% paid in the month of the actual end
date where the aim is fully achieved
For example, a 9 month learning aim with weighted funding of £1000 would
be paid across 10 instalments as follows:
£200
£160

1

£80

£80

£80

2

3

4

£80

5

£80

6

£80

7

£80

8

£80

9

10

Monthly instalments

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Job outcome payment (1 of 2)

Learning delivery employment outcome code 1 or 2 in the
ILR to claim the payment, and enrolment would be
excluded from achievement rates
Para 240: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/adult-education-budget-funding-rules-2018-to-2019

Job outcome payment (2 of 2)
Example: £1000 weighted rate pays £900 across 10 instalments where learner
completes, doesn’t achieve but is eligible for a job outcome payment
£160
£80

1

2

£80

3

£80

4

£80

5

£80

6

£80

7

£80

8

£80

9

£100

10

Example: £1000 weighted rate pays £580 across 10 instalments where learner
withdraws in month six, but is eligible for a job outcome payment
£160

1

£80

£80

£80

2

3

4

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com

£100

£80

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Dynamic profiling your AEB…
See demo

Calculator will be shared with
delegates via email

Key planning factors to remember

>

It is a per enrolment funding system (so larger
classes usually mean more efficiency)

>

In-year funding methodology (such as disadvantage
uplift) makes for fair income and expenditure
models, but use averages when planning

>

Not every enrolment will be funded as a start and
not every start will complete or achieve

>

Curriculum plans need monitoring and adjustment
within academic and ESFA financial year constraints

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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AEB performance policies and
intervention regime
Including the calculation of retention, pass
and achievement rates as well as minimum standards

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect

Performance management of AEB

(1 of 2)

“The funding agreements for AEB grant allocations and AEB
contract for services remain separate with different payment
and performance-management arrangements. You cannot vire
funds between the two.”

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Performance management of AEB

Qualification Achievement Rates

(2 of 2)

(QARs)

Terminology
Cohort

=

Enrolment for a leaver in the relevant academic year

Retention rate

=

% of cohort that completed (finished the course)

Pass rate

=

% of completed that fully passed

Achievement rate

=

% of cohort that passed

Calculation
Retention rate =

Retained / Cohort

Pass rate =

Passed / Retained

Achievement rate =

Passed / Cohort
Or same answer with

Retention rate x Pass rate
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/qualification-achievement-rates-2017-to-2018

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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National Achievement Rate Tables
Age

Overall
Cohort

Retention Pass Rate
Rate %
%

(NARTs)

Overall
Achievement
Rate %

16-18 1,521,060

89.5

91.6

82.1

1,570,270

93.4

94.5

88.3

All Age 3,091,330

91.5

93.1

85.2

19+

You can compare
your rates to other
providers (by type
or in the region) –
can help with both
benchmarking and
marketing

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/national-achievement-rates-tables-2017-to-2018

Minimum Standards
“Minimum Standards policy had been reviewed we will stop
taking intervention action on 19+ Minimum Standards.
Instead, we will use all education performance data
available to us earlier in our overall risk assessments.”

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/minimum-standards-2018-to-2019

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Intervention regime

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/how-esfa-maintains-oversightof-independent-training-providers-itps/esfa-oversight-of-independenttraining-providers-operational-guidance

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/collegeoversight-support-and-intervention

The ILR and related data tools
for AEB in 2019/20
Including hints and tips on the best use of key funding and data
quality reports from FIS, Hub and DSATs

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Individualised Learner Record and related tools

Funding Information System
(FIS) for indicative funding
values, errors and warnings

ILR xml file

Provider Funding Report (PFR)

£
Submit learner data
College/training
provider

College/training
provider student
system

Data Self Assessment
Toolkit (DSAT) for
checking data credibility

?
Any funding errors

Individualised Learner Record in 2019/20
Important
changes to
for AEB
• SOF codes
•

DAM codes

•

New ‘Learning start
date postcode field’

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ilr-specification-validationrules-and-appendices-2019-to-2020

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Source of Funding and DAM Codes

FIS 2019/20 may include a postcode checking feature

Devolved area monitoring codes

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/
823094/ILRSpecification_Monitoring_Codes_2019_20_version_1.xlsx

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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New postcode field

Key ILR fields used by funding software

> Funding model
> Learning aim
> Start date
> Planned and actual end date
> Completion status
> Outcome
Also employment status

(ESF match issues)

And how important will the Destination and
Progression records become?

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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New Funding Information System for 2019/20

https://submitlearnerdatabeta.fasst.org.uk/public-downloads/Desktop

Submit learner data

(for error/warning and funding reports)

ILR return deadline is 4th working day of every month at 6pm

https://submitlearnerdatabeta.fasst.org.uk/ for ILR returns and reports

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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ESFA Audit

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/esfa-assurance-work-on-post-16funding/common-findings-from-funding-assurance-work-on-post-16-providersand-institutions#adult-education-budget-aeb

Provider Self Assessment toolkit (PDSAT)

Nick Linford, Lsect
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ilr-data-check-that-it-meets-standards-and-quality-requirements

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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There
are
currently
80 PDSAT
reports
First 36
here

Remaining
44 here
They cover
the full ILR, and with
most you can filter
for AEB

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Funding and monitoring reports

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/sfafinancial-assurance-monitoring-the-funding-rules

Financial Assurance (audit regime)

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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Financial Assurance (working papers)

AEB audit issues

New tougher
approach to
ESFA audit
“We plan to give providers
between two and four
weeks’ notice of the
assurance review visit”
“We are adapting our
approach and wish to
inform you that our
assurance visits may take
place at any point during
the relevant funding year,
as well as after the
funding year and / or
submission of the final ILR
return”
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/at
tachment_data/file/821538/PMOA_Assurance_Review_Visits_letter_26.07.19.pdf

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com

https://feweek.co.uk/2019/07/29/esfa-move-to-shortnotice-funding-audits-in-dodgy-data-crackdown/
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New FAM reports
Breaks in learning where the closed episode is reopened upon
the learner’s return
Continuing learners who are now reported as withdrawing on
or before 31 July of the previous funding year
Changes to funding model between years
ESFA also checking for:

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/e
sfa‐financial‐assurance‐
monitoring‐the‐funding‐rules

Final Q&A

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect

For more workshops visit www.lsect.com
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